
WAITER TRAINING
ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW



The Service Employee!
What is it to work in FOH

Being  a  new  waiter  is  very  excit ing  and  at  the  same  t ime  very  stressful .
 Going  to  work  knowing  your  basic  responsibil i t ies  might  help  reduce  the
stress  and  improve  your  overall  performance  on  the  f irst  day  at  work



"I often say in my videos and live streams that the waiters are the most important persons in a restaurant!

 A good waiter can make up for a bad meal but a great meal cannot make up for a sloppy waiter!"

 

 

1. There are three working areas where you will be expected to perform on a daily basis:
 

- Mise en Place - Good preparation leads to success, reduces stress levels and prevents

mistakes.

-  Guest service - The guests feel themselves comfortable if they see that the employees

identify themselves with the company, have a confident attitude, and are wholeheartedly

committed to excellent 

guest service.

  - Sale - Since the waiters are part of the business team and basically they are     the face of

the business and the persons who are in direct contact with the guests it is required that

they have well developed selling skills.

 The well being of the company depends on the waiters willingness and abilities to increase

sells and therefore profits. 

Good knowledge about the drinks and food menu is a must



2. Professional appearance and work uniforms:
 

The appearance of the staff must be in accordance with the company 

style and vision but the staff uniforms must be not only functional 
but also attractive.
 

Classic wait staff dress is:
- white shirt  with a tie or bow-tie
- optionally in combination with a vest and a bistro apron
- black pants/skirt
- black socks  

- black shoes

A good service staff creates a welcoming atmosphere and wonderful memories for the guests.

A good looking service staff creates an ambiance in which the guests feel comfortable and are able to

enjoy themselves.



You will have a
successful career
in Hospitality if:

- You pay attention to your appearance.

- You have thorough expert knowledge and  

 communications skills

- Politeness, tolerance, honesty, sense of responsibility and 

 punctuality belong to your character traits 

- You are physically and mentally  able to work under 

 pressure 

- You are able to work in a team

- You have good memory and can perform under pressure

- You have organizational talent, multitasking talent

- You have excellent self control

3.Requirements      

of the service
employees 



4. Rules of conduct in  service

- I do not interrupt a conversation around/at the

table

- I do not talk to my guests about other guests or my

colleagues or my superiors 

- I never discuss a disagreement with my colleagues

in front of the guests

- I eat and drink in that particular area in accordance

with the rules of the house

 - I use my mobile phone only during the breaks

- I work in a team not against each other 

- I look confident, but not arrogant

5. Necessary tools and equipment 

- A  table napkin: it is used by waters to carry  hot

plates and dishes. It must be always clean. 

 - A lever corkscrew with a knife blade 

- Matches or a lighter- Writing utensils ( a writing pad

and two pens). 

- A waiter wallet with sufficient change (in case you

are authorized to collect the bills) 

- Mint candies ( it is important to keep your breath

fresh throughout the shift) Not gum!

- Name tag

The Service Employee!



6.Social rules of conduct
and table manners
After all guests have

seated themselves, I

take my cloth napkin

from the cutlery ,

partially unfold it (I

keep it folded in half)

and place it on my lap

I don't put  any items

like car keys, mobile

phones, cigarette

packs, etc.  on the

table

I start eating after all

guests at the table

have been served and

the host/hostess has

given a sign for eating 

I pay attention to my

body language at the

table and sit upright.

The distance between

my upper body and

the edge of the table is

six inches

More Tips

First I use the cutlery at

the outer edge

My hands rest on the

table from the wrists

up, but not my elbows

I don't mix good

quality wine with

water. I drink water

from my water glass

I blot my lips with a

napkin before I drink

I am waiting for the

host/hostess to say

something like

"cheers" before I drink

When I have finished

with my meal I place

my fork and knife side

by side at the 4 o`clock

(diagonal) position on

my plate.  When I need

a pause I place my fork

and knife crossed on

the plate.

I bring the spoon and

the fork to my mouth - I

don't move my mouth

to them and I don't

lower my head

towards the plate. I

don't talk with my

mouth full

I break a bite

sized/small piece of

bread from the bread

plate and use a butter

knife  to butter it

When I leave the table

I just  fold my napkin

loosely and place it on

the table -  never on a

food plate

When we raise our

glasses I look at the

person

I don't apply  make up

at the table. I don't use

toothpicks at the guest

table


